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“To find the small gold 
nuggets amongst the 
vast amount of sand…”

20 million sme's:
o SME's with strong growth potential
o SME's with ambition to become 

world-market leader







Of course I am dreaming to be the No.1!

Nobody trains to be No. 15







Market

Business
modelProblem 



“Reality checks!”

There has to 
be a market!

Solve a 
relevant problem 

easy to use
for the customer  
easy to produce 

Business model –
technical solution 
possible and better
than alternatives 

...and the 
customers shall be 

willing to pay!

Customers shall know 
about the product –

and it should be easy 
to deliver ...therefore competitor 

knowledge is essential!

Only competent 
management 
can deliver!



Subjective evaluation
Perception is important part



Evaluation

4 evaluators

3 criteria

Treshold: 13/12 of 15 points

Phase 1: “80 minutes”
Phase 2: “120 minutes”



Key points
Make or break things



But who are 
customers?
Users? 
Intermediaries? 

Who’s paying for 
lunch?



Problem?
Needs? 
Benefits? 

What they want
to achieve? 



„The idea.”
Is it ready for the market?



“…technology
readiness

level (TRL).”



European dimension

Competitor analysis



Risks
of failure

(market, social
technological)



Disruptive… 

…low end

…non consumption
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Sustaining innovation

Disruptive innovation

Disruptive innovations

Customers
can use or
absorb
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Better product

Low cost

Disruption from “New market”

Non-consumers or non-consumption circumstances
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1°Does the idea have a disruptive potential? 

Is there a large population of people who historically could 
not benefit from/consume the service/product, either for 
budget or access reasons? 

Would customers need to go to an inconvenient or 
centralised location to access the service/product?

The litmus test of disruption potential



2°Does the idea have a low-end disruptive potential? 

Are there customers at the low-end of market willing to 
buy reasonably well performing but much cheaper 
products? 

Can we develop a Business Model allowing for attractive 
profits through discount prices? 

The litmus test of disruption potential



3°Is the idea disruptive with respect to all incumbents? 

Would the idea/service/product be disruptive to some 
established companies but represent a sustaining 
improvement for others? (e.g. Internet retailers / Dells /
Compaq…) 

The litmus test of disruption potential







Story
matters
(market logic)
not numbers
and spreadsheets



Real stuff
wins over
great vision

(and it is not all about
ICT, nano, biotech…)



It is all about
business case
not project proposal



It is not about CVs.
It is about relevant competences, 

achievements, experience…



Subcon
tracting
(Phase 2)



Any question?



Thanks.

Boris Golob
bgolob@uniri.hr


